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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the predictability of
packet arrivals in asynchronous duty-cycling wireless sensor
networks (WSNs). We conduct statistical analysis on data traces
collected in both outdoor large-scale and indoor testbed WSN
to show that traditional well-known traffic models, e.g., Poisson
process and Self-similarity process, do not fit well for modeling
packet arrivals in both networks. According to our observations,
some key characteristics such as sleeping interval and sampling
rate have significant impact on the traffic patterns under Low
power listening (LPL) models. Hence, we raise a question:
could we achieve accurate prediction on the packet arrivals
in asynchronous duty-cycling WSNs? To answer this question,
we design a novel data-driven predictor P 2IT focusing on two
prediction goals: (i) the arrival time of the next packet (ii) the
number of arrival packets within a short time interval. We
conduct extensive trace-driven experiments to demonstrate that
our predictor achieves high accuracies on both prediction goals
under various experimental settings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent several years have witnessed the prosperous devel-
opment of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). WSNs serve
as the basic infrastructures for various practical applications,
e.g. event detection, target tracking. Generally the sensor
motes are powered by batteries and deployed in the human-
untouched areas where energy replacement is difficult. To
solve the conflict between limited energy supplies of sensor
nodes and the requirement of long-term deployment, some
efforts are put into this field [1]. One of recent research work
suggests operating sensor nodes in a duty-cycling work mode
[2], [?]. In duty-cycling WSNs, radios of sensor nodes are
altered between active and dormant states periodically. The
duty-cycling operation has been employed in a variety of
MAC layer protocols [3], which can be basically classified
into synchronous and asynchronous categories. Synchronous
protocols require sensor motes synchronously sleep and wake
up, which incur tremendous synchronization overhead. In
asynchronous protocols sensor motes do not coordinate their
wake-up schedules. To guarantee that a sender and its receiver
are both awake when transmitting a packet, Low Power
Listening (LPL) mechanism is employed. Before sending a
data packet, a sender transmits a preamble whose length covers
one sleeping interval of its receiver so it is guaranteed that the
receiver wakes up at least once to be aware of the transmission.

Understanding characteristics of asynchronous LPL traffic
benefits a large number of WSN applications. Take energy
saving for instance, it is observed that a large proportion
of energy is wasted on preambles as senders usually use
long preambles to capture the wake-up of receivers. We have
measured the average preamble length and the average packet
length in our testbed network based on TinyOS default LPL
MAC. The result shows that a typical preamble is as long as 65
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Fig. 1. Log histogram of interarrival times

packet payloads, which implies most of energy are not used to
send useful information. If traffic pattern is known, a receiver
can predict the arrival time of the next packet. Therefore,
it can wake up exactly before the sender starts transmitting.
Such manner significantly shortens preamble length and saves
energy.

Existing WSN applications, nonetheless, either ignore traffic
model or assume packet arrivals can be modeled as Poisson
process. We observe that packet arrivals are somehow regular
but do not fit any particular well-known model in asyn-
chronous duty-cycling sensor networks, e.g. Poisson process
and compound Poisson process. Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b plot the
log histogram of interarrival times (between two consecutive
packet arrivals) of packets as measured in two nodes. They
show diverged packet arrival patterns, but fit neither Poisson
process (a straight line) nor compound Poisson process. Other
models, like the widely adopted Self-similarity process, also
fail to meet the actual pattern. In addition, sampling rate and
sleeping interval have great impact on the traffic across a
network, causing various traffic models at different nodes.

Though it is difficult to find a universal and generic traf-
fic model which fits for all the networks, the node-specific
traffic pattern can still be discovered and leveraged. After
thoroughly investigating the predictability of packet arrivals in
asynchronous duty-cycling WSNs, we propose a novel data-
driven approach to predict the packet arrivals. Specifically,
we focus on two prediction goals: (i) the arrival time of
the next packet (ii) the number of arrival packets within
a short time interval. First, we analyze the real traces and
extract meaningful feature sets. Second, due to the constraint
of the resources, we do not have much memory space to
store complete history information at sensor nodes. Instead,
we select top−k related features by Correlation based Feature
Selection (CFS) [4] for the prediction. Third, we employ
Bagging [5] method to train the traffic model which has been
proven to well fit for the linear or non-linear regression. Trace-
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driven experiments demonstrate that the prediction accuracy
of P 2IT scheme is over 90%. Our major contributions are
summarized as follows.

1) We conduct extensive experiments and analysis of
data traces collected in both outdoor large-scale WSNs
(GreenOrbs) and indoor testbed networks. We show that
the traffic patterns in asynchronous duty-cycling sensor
networks are quite different from traditional Internet.

2) We explore some key features which have large impact
on the traffics under LPL models. The results can be
leveraged by protocol designers to analyze the traffic
dynamics and packet delivery performance in such asyn-
chronous duty-cycling WSNs.

3) We propose a novel data-driven approach to predict the
packet arrivals. We can accurately predict over 90% of
cases whether packets will arrive in a short time interval.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the foundation of our prediction methods. In Section
III, we propose a novel data-driven approach to predict the
packet arrivals. Section IV presents the evaluation of our
methods by trace-driven experiments. Section V presents the
related work. We conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. PREDICTION FOUNDATIONS

In this section, we present a novel data-driven approach to
accurately predict packet arrivals. Specifically, we summarize
the key factors to network traffic under LPL scheme. The
prediction goal and error metrics are also stated. Finally we
analyze the traffic features.

A. Key factors of LPL traffics
As aforementioned, well-known models cannot faithfully fit

for the actual data trace captured in GreenOrbs or testbed
networks. We mainly discuss two factors: sampling rate and
sleeping interval.

1) Sampling rate: Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the CDF of
packet interarrival time of representative nodes from two data
traces. In GreenOrbs, each node generates a packet every 10
minutes, while the frequency equals 10 seconds in testbed
network. We can see that the nodes exhibit heterogeneous
distributions in two networks. The distribution in Fig. 2 is
close to exponential distribution, while in Fig. 3 it is close
to power-law distribution. Considering that two networks are
based on the modified CTP protocol with same parameter
except the sampling rate, we conclude that the packet arrival
time is bounded by the sampling rate. The previous study [6]
has shown that the inter-meeting time in DTN network follows
the exponential distribution rather than power-law distribution
if boundaries exist. The sampling rate is like a “boundary” in
LPL model for packet arrivals and shortens interarrival times.
So, most of arrival intervals are less than 600 seconds in
GreenOrbs and less than 10 seconds in testbed network. This
observation also implies that the packet arrival process fails
to fit Poisson process since one key characteristic of Poisson
process is that the interarrival time should follow exponential
distribution is not satisfied.

2) Sleeping interval: As shown in Fig. 1a, the peak occurs
near the multiple of the sleeping interval (512ms). It is because
the receiver needs to sleep and wake up alternatively. Thus
the sender has to wait until the receiver wakes up, so as to
transmit the packets. It leads to that most of packets arrive at
the receiver side compactly when the receiver wakes up to poll
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testbed network

the channel. When the sleeping interval closes to 0, it has little
impact on the packet arrivals. If the sleeping interval tends
to infinite, the interarrival times between packets concentrate
to 0. Besides, in Fig. 1b, we can see that there exist two
spikes at two different interval times. In this case, we make a
conjecture that some subtree nodes may suffer congestions,
such that packet delay has to be prolonged. Due to the
difficulty to capture those uncertainties, simple homogeneous
models cannot be able to predict packet arrivals accurately.

B. Prediction goals and error metrics
To accurately capture packet arrivals, we focus on three

predictions: (i) prediction P̂ (t) of the next packet arrival time
P (t) of a node received a packet at time t, (ii) prediction

N̂δ(t) of the number of packets received in the time interval

[t, t+δ], and (iii) an indicator function Îδ(t), to denote whether
the node will receive any packet in [t, t+δ] (Iδ(t) = 1), or not
(Iδ(t) = 0). Previous two predictions are our main goals and
the third one is to verify the accuracy of proposed predictor.

To evaluate our algorithm, we use error metrics employed by
[7]. For the next packet arrival time, we measure the relative
prediction error EP (t) = (P̂ (t) − P (t))/P (t). The values
are in [−1,∞), with EP (t) = 0 corresponding to a perfect

prediction. For N̂δ(t), we measure the error ENδ
(t) = N̂δ(t)−

Nδ(t). For Îδ(t), we measure the error EIδ , the fraction of

time Îδ �= Iδ . EIδ = 0.5 corresponds to a random predictor.

C. LPL traffic features
A predictor needs to exploit and extract useful features from

the history which carry the most information about the traffic
patterns to provide future traffic prediction.

We have known that packet interarrival time is mainly
affected by sampling rate and sleeping interval in asyn-
chronous duty-cycling techniques. Combining another im-
portant parameter “delay after receive”, the waiting time a
node turns to sleep, we propose a metric radio on ratio, the
proportion of time that radio is active within [t − τ, t], to
characterize the history packet arrival information. If we do not
consider delay after receive, radio on ratio is proportional
to the number of packet arrivals over the fixed windows.
Otherwise, the receiver’s radio may be in idle listening for
a non-negligible time interval. In this case, radio on ratio
is expected to capture arrival patterns more accurately as
described in section III-C.

Another important feature is average packet interarrival time
over the window [t − τ, t]. Many works have shown that
dynamic wireless channel conditions lead to bursty packet
arrivals, for example Srinivasan et al. [8] propose a metric
to measure link temporal correlations. To avoid computing
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Fig. 4. Relationship between average
packet interarrival time and next packet
arrival time
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overhead and capture burstiness arrivals, we employ a simple
feature, average packet interarrival time over [t− τ, t].

How average packet interarrival time and radio on ratio
impact the next packet arrival time? Fig. 4 shows the me-
dian, 25th and 75th percentiles of packet interarrival times
as the function of the respective features. We notice that
short average packet interarrival time implies that the next
packet will come earlier than long ones. Similarly, in Fig. 5,
radio on ratio increases, which means the next packet is
likely to arrive early.

The variance of above features, however, is non-negligible.
To do a better prediction, we list a set of additional features
which may impact packet arrivals. The feature selection will
be discussed in section III-C. Besides, we consider Spatial
features which reflects the routing strategies. Specially, we
consider link qualities in the neighborhood over time window
[t − τ, t]. For example, if the receiver found that all its
link qualities got worse, the next packet arrival should be
prolonged. There have been many studies on link estimation
on dynamic wireless channel [9]. Considering the feasibility
of data fetching, we use Received Signal Strength Indicator
(RSSI) to indicate the link quality as many works do [10].

We extract useful features across three dimensions: Tempo-
ral features, Spatial features and Event-based. Table I shows
the possible features. We emphasize two event-based features:
intervals since the most recent packet arrival fluctuation and
number of packet arrival fluctuations. First we define the
fluctuation of packet arrivals. Assume T = [t1, t2, ..., tn] is
packet arrivals, we aggregate the number of arrivals every
window size δ, then we get a vector B = [b1, b2, ..., bnb

]
corresponding time vector T ′ = [tb1 , tb2 , ..., tbnb

]. We define
a fluctuation of the packet arrivals is a event that for some i,
|bi − bi+1| ≥ h. According to our experiences, it is better to
set h as the half of the difference between the 75th value and
25th value of vector B. The features related to the fluctuation
of the packet arrivals are important to reflect the burstiness of
the packet arrivals. They capture the patterns of changes in
the past, like parent selection oscillation between two nodes
in common data gathering protocol [9].

D. Feature properties

Table I shows the correlation between the next packet arrival
time and features extracted from GreenOrbs. We show the
correlation values for δ = 10s. As we can see, all the features
do not have strong correlations with the prediction goals,
which means that we cannot only use one of them to conduct
the prediction. Hence, in section III-C, we will study the
combination of the features for the prediction.

TABLE I
SET OF CANDIDATE FEATURES

Features (computed over [t− τ, t]) Correlation
with P(r)

Temporal features
Average interarrival time 0.13
Radio on ratio 0.15
Number of packets received 0.10
Variance of interarrival time 0.02
Maximal interarrival time -0.04
Minimal interarrival time -0.03

Spatial features
Average RSSI value 0.09
Variance of RSSI value -0.01
Maximal RSSI value -0.03
Minimal RSSI value -0.02

Event-based
Times since the most recent packet arrival fluctuation -0.06
Number of packet arrival fluctuations -0.03

III. NOVEL PREDICTION METHOD FOR PACKET ARRIVALS

IN ASYNCHRONOUS DUTY-CYCLING WSNS

We seek a predictor based on an intuitive and detailed
model rather than a black box. However, due to high variance
of dynamic wireless channel, the packet interarrival times
are influenced by many factors, making model building and
feature selection challenging. We employ Bagging [5], a state-
of-the-art supervised machine learning technique, to bootstrap
our modeling efforts.

A. Why choose Bagging
The reasons we resort to Bagging in our approach are three-

fold. First, as we discussed in previous sections, it is difficult
to estimate packet interarrival using a Poisson process or a
linear function estimator such as Logistic Regression or SVM
to fit our model. To validate such an conjecture, we compare
the testing error on collected dataset using Logistic Regression
(LR), SVM and Decision Tree (C4.5). We tune the parameter
settings of all these three classifiers to ensure they produce
the best regression output on the testing data. As shown in
Fig. 6, decision tree achieves the best performance. SVM
achieves a marginally better result than LR. Second, Bagging
provides a natural ensemble compared to a single decision
tree by creating several training sets based on sampling with
replacements. It is proven that such an approach can reduce the
variance of the estimator when we decompose the error of the
estimator along the direction of Bias-Variance Decomposition.
One particular feature of the dataset we collected is that the
sample variance is huge, as one of the main characteristics
of wireless sensor network dataset is traffic imbalance, i.e.,
different nodes show diverse traffic patterns. Thus, when we
are aiming to train a regressor on such a dataset to reduce
loss, an approach such as Bagging that focuses on reducing the
variance of the learned estimator would be more appropriate.
Third, a very low computational complexity is needed in the
testing phase. Such a characteristic is important when the
computing power is limited, especially when we consider the
specific scenario in our settings where we are conducting the
testing phases with sensors.

B. Training and test sets
Bagging, like any supervised learning algorithm, trains data

set consists of a set of labelled feature vectors. Each feature
vector consists of the feature listed in Table I, and with the
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Fig. 6. The performance of different
machine learning algorithms
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Fig. 7. Impact of number of features
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Fig. 8. Impact of history window size
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next packet arrival time P (t) at some time t. Similar training
sets are generated for Nδ(t) and Iδ(t).

We take packet arrivals within [t− τ, t] and combine them
with RSSI values recorded in the packets to construct an
input feature vector. The important parameter determined in
input vector construction is history windows size δ. We have
mentioned that sleeping interval is one key factor in LPL
technique. Besides, we observe that the packet interarrival
times always fall in the bins which are the multiple of the
sleeping interval. Hence, we choose the multiples of sleeping
interval lengths as history window sizes, and construct several
training sets to identify the predictability of interarrival time.

Training data is extracted from each mote respectively. We
randomly split constructed each input vector set into two parts:
66% input instance as the training set and the remaining 34%
instances as the test set. We train the Bagging model and apply
it to the testing data. All error metrics defined in II-B are
compared to assess the performance.

C. Feature Selection

TABLE II
FEATURE IMPORTANCE

Features Importance

Average interarrival time 100
Ratio on ratio 80
Number of packets received 70
Average RSSI value 50
Number of packet arrival fluctuations 30
Others ≤ 10

Table II shows feature selection results with CFS. As we can
see, average interarrival time is most useful since it captures
the relative long-range burstiness of the wireless channel and
the dynamics of the routing strategies. However, it cannot
differentiate the burstiness in a history window of size τ .
Radio on ratio is the second important as we expected. It
focuses on the dynamics in a history window. So the first
two features compensate each other. Other features also work
well as we expected. Considering the computing limitations
on the sensor motes, we expect to use the features as few as
possible. Fig. 7 shows the prediction error only using the top
k features in Table II. The performance is stable when the
feature increases to 5. It implies that when we use those top 5
features, the prediction is as accurate as all features included.
This helps us to reduce the computation cost on the energy-
constraint sensor motes.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct trace-driven experiments and
evaluate our novel method according to the three prediction
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goals: the next packet arrival time, the number of packet will
be received over window [t, t + δ], whether the packet will
arrive over window [t, t+ δ].

1) Parameter configuration: We study two key parameters
which have great influence on the prediction accuracy: the
history window size τ and the prediction window size δ.
Both δ and τ are fixed as 10s to generate the training and
test sets when we study each other respectively. The reason
for choosing 10s are two-fold. Firstly, in this setting we
can achieve a stable prediction goal and differentiate other
parameters well. Secondly, the limited resources in WSNs
prevent us from recording enough history information.

As shown in Fig. 8, the prediction error decreases when we
increase the history window size before 10s and decrease after
that. It is because that adding too much history information
may not help our predictor. The burstiness of traffic patterns
may be smoothed by relative long-range statistics. Note that
the average prediction errors stay at a very low level (≤ 0.15).

As shown in Fig. 9, our predictor achieves a high accuracy
for various prediction windows size. For a very short range
(≤ 0.5s), however, the predictor does not work well. It is
because that the back-off mechanism of the 802.15.4 MAC
protocol randomly chooses a time interval (2ms) to avoid the
collision. This randomness affects the prediction error when
the absolute value of interarrival time is not large.

According to the experiment results, the average accuracy
of our predictor is over 90% at various settings, so it can
significantly help transmission energy saving.

2) Number of packet arrivals in next δ interval: Fig. 10
shows the distribution of the error of N̂δ in GreenOrbs
network and testbed network with different prediction win-
dow sizes. Note that nearly above 90% of test points have
−2 ≤ EN̂10s

≤ 2 in most curves. In the same network,
when the prediction window size increases, the performance
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of prediction decreases. For example, 100% of test points
in testbed network with δ = 10s have −2 ≤ EN̂10s

≤ 2,
while only 75% of test points with δ = 20s fall in [−2, 2].
It is reasonable that the history information cannot perfectly
capture the dynamics of the wireless channels and routing
strategies when the network condition is unstable in a relative
long time interval. In addition, over 50% of test points have
|EN̂10s

| ≥ 2 with δ = 60s in GreenOrbs network. It is
quite different from indoor testbed network. It is because that
outdoor environments are highly dynamic which may incur
more traffic burstiness than indoor testbed network.

3) Next packet arrival time: If we can predict accurately
when the next packet will arrive, we would like to concentrate
our energy on the transmitting data packets instead of idle
sensing or transmitting preambles. Fig. 11 shows the distri-
butions of the relative error of P̂ . In both GreenOrbs and
testbed data, with δ = 5s, 50% of test points have the relative
error near 0. It shows that our predictor can accurately predict
the next packet arrival timing and provide the opportunities
for more precise radio control. Different from the prediction
of N̂δ in the previous section, we notice that the prediction
accuracy decreases significantly when increasing prediction
window size in testbed network. The result also implies that
fast sampling rate leads to the inaccuracy of the prediction of
N̂δ . Hence, for fast sending, the traffic behavior towards to be
more randomly, it is difficult to model the traffic pattern well.

V. RELATED WORK

At the early stage, when modeling Internet traffic, packet
and connections are always modeled as Poisson process.
However, the authors in [11] argue that exponential distri-
butions cannot fit packet interarrival time distribution well.
They evaluate 24 wide-area traces and investigate a number
of wide-area TCP arrival processes to determine the mismatch
between the actual traffic pattern and the theoretical Poisson
processes, and find out most connection arrivals are not well-
modeled by Poisson process and might be related to the self-
similarity features. Leland et al. [12] show that the local area
network (LAN) traffic is statistically self-similar that there is
no natural length of “bursty”, so the self-similar properties can
capture the long-range burstiness. Recently, more people are
aware of self-similarity property in the wide-area traffic. For
example, Huang et al. [13] study the co-existence problem
between WiFi and ZigBee networks and propose a Pareto
model for WiFi white space based on the observation of the

self-similarity phenomenon. Besides, Liu et al. [14] study

the optimal real-time sampling rate assignment problem to
improve the throughput.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the predictability of packet
arrivals in asynchronous duty-cycling WSNs and propose a
novel data-driven approach to predict the packet arrivals. We
conduct statistical analysis on data traces collected in both
outdoor large-scale WSNs and indoor testbed network to
show that traditional well-known traffic models, e.g. Poisson
process, Self-similarity process do not well fit for the packet
arrivals in both practical networks. However, most of protocols
assume that the traffic model as Poisson process or even do
not consider a traffic model which leads to the mismatch be-
tween the theoretical performance and the actual performance.
According to our observations, some key characteristics e.g.
sleeping interval, sampling rate, have significantly impact on
the traffic patterns when using Low power listening (LPL)
techniques. To achieve accurate prediction on the packet ar-
rivals in asynchronous duty-cycling WSNs, we design a simple
predictor mainly focusing on two prediction goals : (i) the
next packet arrival timing (ii) the number of packets arrivals
in the next [t, t+δ] time window. We conduct extensive trace-
driven experiments to demonstrate that our predictor reach
high accuracy on both prediction goals under various settings.
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